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About This Content

Note! You can purchase only 1 Pack of the same value to 1 Star Conflict account.
Note! Refund is not provided if you purchase 2 different packs, which include the same ship or you already have the ship from

the pack!

Includes:

"Fat Wallet" 10 000 Galactic Standards!

"Gold VIP" Permanent 10% bonus to credit gain and a 10% bonus to ships synergy gain - speed up the
development of your ships!

Unique Federation interceptor "Superkite" 6 rank

Unique Empire fighter "Desert Eagle" 9 rank

"Personal Storage" Get the maximum warehouse space for modules and weapons!

"Decorations" Unique set of 5 stickers for your ships!

Unique patterns "Titan" and "Cerberus"
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Special modifications of Imperial and Federation ships have increased main weapon damage, higher critical hit chance
and more effective capacitors, which is extremely important for potent frigates as well as agile interceptors.

Premium ships
All premium ships don't need repairs. Such ships have ‘Elite’ status — maximum battle parameters and increased free synergy

production. All premium ships have unique appearance and are shipped with maximum synergy.

You save time and head into battle right away!

Unique stickers — An excellent opportunity to stand out among mercenaries.
Galactic standards — a special in-game currency that can be purchased for real money. With it, advancing in the game is

made easier and more comfortable.
Synergy is a mesure of your experience with a ship. Synergy is used to increase ship level and improve its combat

characteristics.
Premium license grants all pilots greater rewards for each battle.

In addition, pilots get more credit vouchers for completing contracts!
Pilots who receive premium licenses from command master new ships faster due to increased synergy gain in combat.

And when the battle ends, pilots with a premium license have two bonus attempts at trophy search — this means that the chance
of getting new unique equipment becomes higher!

If you purchase multiple DLC, bonuses to credits, synergy and credit gain are added to each other. Together, they
provide a greater bonus!

Premium license time and Galactic Standards are also added!
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Short, cute, hilarious ending. Good for a quick break from work. Old game but still good, RPG with RTS with some base
building in some stages. Rolls around your main character that you level up and get skill upgrades. Different to most games out
there.. Another excellent video game adaptation of a popular tabletop classic. The AI is very forgiving on the easy difficulty
levels, allowing new players to get acquainted with the rules without getting frustrated. The rotatable camera is a nice touch
(middle mouse button). I'm really pleased with BlueLine Games for bringing us both "Hive" and "Khet" as both games are often
played in my household. I can't wait to see what other board games (if any) they may be adapting next. I wouldn't mind a video
game adaptation of "Tigris and Euphrates", "Airlines Europe", "Ingenious"...being an avid board game reviewer I could name
hundreds. All in all though, "Khet 2.0" is a solid game and a welcome addition to my library.

Review: http://www.dadsgamingaddiction.com/khet-2-0/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hwHhNUCKuo4. this isnt falcon 4.0 as described when i bnoughht
. One of my favourite iPhone games is now on Steam! The mixture of cult horror films and retro NES gameplay is excellent,
and the gamepad support is really great after playing it on a touch screen.. In the state it is now, its the WORST DLC Frontier
has ever released.

Nearly every single ride has a certain aspect which makes it unusable if you want to create an own park or recreate a real-life
attraction.

Let's start with the long awaited infinity coaster. They mixed the first and second gen trains which look pretty weird already. But
not only that: With the given track pieces it's impossible to build a solid recreation of the most signature infinity coasters such as
The Smiler or K\u00e4rnan. There are some workarounds, but why not implement the needed track pieces?

The Mack spinning coaster is quite nice, but it's weird that they state it's one of the most versatile coasters and not even include
a launch track, even though launched spinning coaster DO exist.

Off to the flat rides:
The Huss Condor ride is very well implemented. I like that they finally added a feature to adjust the height of tower rides... well
only the condor tower rides though. I really hoped that they would add this feature to the exisitng tower rides as well.

The free flyer and the Swift Drifters came out quite good, but I don't think I'll use them anytime soon. But there might be
people that really needed these type of rides.

Last but not least, there are three new transport rides :
First off the new Boat Ride. Well it's not really a boat ride, since its running on rails. Why??? The Boat doesn't float on the
water as you'd aspect - very disappointing. Also there's only one type of drop where you can't adjust the angle. So again: It's not
very useful for recreating existing dark rides like Pirates of the Carribean for example. I don't say it's impossible - but it
would've been better if they would give us more flexibility.

The oldschool car ride is a nice addition but it's not really a track ride since the leading track is... not existing.

The new Ski-Lift came out quite nicely - in terms of looks. The cars are clipping with the running wheels and the ride has an
aprubt stop as well.

Long story short:
Negative:
- A lot of limitations
- recreations of real rides are neraly impossible
- Weird design choices
- Already Themed rides
- Most of them aren't classics

Positive:
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- Condor Ride, Free Flyer and Switft Drifter
- Adjustable height of the tower rides. I can say with complete confidence you have never and will never see another game like
Super Seducer 2 for PC. Whether you are a hopeless guy who doesn’t know how to speak to women or simply someone looking
for a hilarious new game to play with a group of friends, Super Seducer 2 is the perfect game to cause laughs, confusion, and
perhaps even provide a little bit of advice for some clueless men out there. Developed by RLR Training Inc., this comedic
choose-your-own adventure game has me worried for women yet satisfied by its comedic value. Despite the clear satire of this
game, it contains some very impactful advice for desperate, inexperienced men. So, if you can’t get women or are prone to
socially awkward situations, you can buy this game and use the excuse, “I was only playing it for the funny cut-scenes.”

Super Seducer 2 Review on Steam

Before I diagnose the vulgarity of Super Seducer 2, I want to admire the minimalistic controls which enhance the gaming
experience. By simplifying the controls, this allows players to spend more time appreciating the game quality which was quite
original. RLR Training Inc. provides two options for selecting dialogue choices: a point-click feature or keys to navigate a
player’s desired choice. These can be used interchangeably based upon user preference. As I played between my desk and my
couch I switched between the two and found the ability to choose was greatly appreciated.

As they advance, players will begin to feel like they are watching a movie rather than playing a video game due to the long cut-
scenes with human actors. Although some of the characters are somewhat stiff, their conversations and references to things such
as Facebook are relatable which creates a unique experience for the player.

There is no doubt RLR Training Inc. put ample thought into their dialogue choices. They are creative, explicit, and incredibly
outrageous. At some points I had to take a step back and question who in their right mind could conjure up such insane options.
However, I also appreciated the language and crude scenarios Super Seducer 2 placed their actors in. After all, without the
inclusion of vulgarity, it would not have had the same comedic effect.

Not only will players be astonished by the available dialogue choices, they will be left speechless by which options are deemed
acceptable. Even as someone who doesn’t typically drink, Super Seducer 2 makes me want to pull out some shot glasses and
invent a game with my friends as I question, “how the heck did I get through?” Some choices are so vulgar they will be sent to a
red room where they are conditioned to choose a better option, however, sometimes players find themselves “passing” to the
next scenario even when purposely selecting an outrageous choice. This is both a fault and a joy in the game because it made me
question whether men may take that advice and run with it.

I can joke all day but in reality, Super Seducer 2 actually does provide decent dating advice. Although players will select the
absurd choices for fun, the realistic explanations given to players are helpful for people who may not understand why certain
choices are correct. For hopeless folks, this satirical game might be helpful! But remember, when your friends ask, just say
you’re playing it for the cut-scenes.

Side note: only drink if you’re of age and do so responsibly!

Score: 8. It's a good game and I enjoyed playing it, BUT there are WRONG and RIGHT choices. I started playing thinking that
dark choices would lead to a darker ending, of course, but "happy" or at least "bittersweet". Something like Amber becoming
evil. However, dark choices in most cases lead to terrible, sad endings for Amber and her romances. The info said there were no
wrong or right choices, but there are. You have to be a goodie two shoes if you want the main character to have a successful
relationship. And... meh. Dark choices are more interesting and in a lot of cases, make more sense Why should Amber kneel
before that imbecile of a knight? Nope, she's strong, smart and values herself. Why is it a bad choice that she refuses to kneel
before someone who is being racist and insulting her for no reason?

Apart from this, the music was really good and the time skip allowing the players to see the characters become adults was great
too. No complaints about the art, it was good. Maybe I was expecting a little more of plot, but I understand that this game relied
on the alchemy parts and if I choose to play it as a VN I loose a lot of content.
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This game sooooo killer. Just roundhouse kicked Osama bin Laden 10\/10. If you're old (like me) and remember Manic Miner
and other ZX Spectrum games from the 80s, this is for you. Well worth the 79p I've just paid.. If you like the gameplay of super
mario 64 then you will fit right in this game.. Today I wish Steam had a 0-10 rating system instead of simply would you
recommend. I would give One More Line a 3 out of 10 but I would also say it is worth giving a try, as long as you aren't the type
to take every game you play seriously. Here is the deal. The idea of this game is you are going down a long two walled corridor
viewing your player piece from a top down view. Your players speed is constant and you begin on a very straight trajectory, the
game places obstacles in your path and the only way to turn to get around them is to use other obstacles as pivot points. I really
like the idea but the reason I took the time to describe it is because the controls ruin this game for me. What I experience is I
can have a really nice idea in my head of which trajectory I would like to take but which obstacle the piece chooses to pivot
around is controlled by some unseen and not entirely predictable interaction with the relative positioning of the player and
obstacles. The result is that the really beautiful enjoyable part of the game becomes a rare treat in the midst of a lot of
frustration. And don't get me wrong here. I like difficult games, it is part of why I chose to try this. I think this game would still
be difficult without the bad controls and I guess my feeling is the creators felt they could get away with less refined controls and
pass that off as the game being "difficult".
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